
This waterfed extendable handle allows water to travel through it for use in conjunction with a 

condensation squeegee or waterfed brush system. This handle comes equipped with a barbed 

fitting for connecting to a hose with an unfinished end.

63”- 114” Waterfed Telescopic  
Handle w/ Barbed Fitting
Series 29735

Easy Extension 

Its full extension height allows you to reach most ductwork and 
high areas like walls, ceilings or tanks

Hollow Polypropylene 

Strong and FDA-approved material allows water to 
flow through the handle 

Hose Connection

Barbed fitting connects to a standard hose with an 
unfinished end piece

Hygienic Euro Thread

Hygienically designed Euro thread 
prevents walk-off and is easy to clean



Colors
When ordering, add the color digit to the  
base part number to denote color.

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The Color-Coding System
Remco and Vikan® brands offer an integrated color-coding system to help mitigate the risk 

of cross-contamination in food processing facilities. With an array of color-coded tools and 

storage brackets, and years of experience building effective  

color-coding systems, the experts at Remco Products Corporation 

can help you effectively apply color-coding to divide and identify 

different zones or processing tasks. As a result, workers can 

more easily comply with material handling and hygienic cleaning 

procedures to maintain stringent food safety standards. 

Please see the full-line catalog for a complete list of Remco™ and Vikan® products.

 Brackets  Brooms Brushes Shovels Scrapers Squeegees Tubs Pails 
 

Fully updated product specifications are available at Vikan.com.

63”- 114” Waterfed Telescopic Handle w/ Barbed Fitting
29735
Available in white only

The hollow design of the Waterfed 

Telescopic Handle allows water to 

flow through it–either from a hose into 

one of our waterfed cleaning brushes, 

or from one of our condensation 

squeegees. Handle easily extends to 

reach up to 114 inches.

Specifications:

Length: 63.5”-113.75”

Width: 1.25”

Height: 1.25”

FDA-Compliant Raw Material: Yes

Material: Aluminum/Polypropylene

Unit Weight: 2.26 lbs.
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